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Cristóbal Balenciaga Museoa 
07—09.10.2022

This course proposes an approximation to the 
specific methods used in the fantasy ateliers 
at the Balenciaga House. The sessions will 
include demonstrations of the Maison sewing 
and ironing techniques; furthermore, aiming 
to convey these practical skills to the students, 
they will complete several exercises placing 
special emphasis on working with taffeta 
and lace fabric. 
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I. Presentation of the Course and of the Proggramme 

II. Introduction to Haute Couture Fantasyy Techniqques

III. Fantasyy Fabrics and Their Characteristics
 A. Sateen
 B. Taffeta
 C. Orgganza
 D. Gazar
 E. Faille
 f. Shantungg
 gg. Ziberlina
 h. Lace

Iv. Makingg a Bodice with Beaded Drappingg
 A. Prepparingg and cuttingg the bodice
 B. Apppplication of ppercale interfacinggs
 C. Makingg upp the bodice with oppen seams
 D. Neckline with orgganza and battingg
 E. Fittingg the zipp
 f. Cuttingg drapped fabric and markingg the auxiliaryy lines
 gg. Beaded drappingg
 h. Hook & eyye and ppopppper fasteninggs
 I. Makingg a bow for the waist

v. Makingg a Lace Flounce 
 A. Prepparingg and cuttingg the lace
 B. Markingg with tackingg 
 C. Insertion of the seam and trimmingg
 D. Apppplication of crinoline horsehair braid
 E. Gatheringg and sewingg the flounce

vI. Sewingg with Appppliqqué for Patterned Fabrics 
 A. Markingg the seam
 B. Machine sewingg in seggments
 C. Hand sewingg appppliqqués
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Javier Martín, resident in Madrid though 
originally from Ávila, graduated at the 
Polytechnic University of Madrid as 
Senior Fashion Designer in 1991. During 
his formative years, he met Carmen and 
Emilia Carriches, seamstresses at the EIsA 
workshop in the capital and first assistants 
of the head couturier, Felisa Irigoyen. 
From them he learned the specific 
dressmaking techniques of the couturier 
from Getaria and acquired knowledge on 
the construction of volumes that would 
shape his designs. 

For ten years, he was part of the team at 
Sybilla, until 2005, when he decided to 
create his own brand, Nihil Obstat, focused 
on Haute Couture. He combines his activity 
as a designer with collaborations with 
other creative artists such as Carmen May, 
Jesús del Pozo or Joaquín Trías, the latter 
the grandson of a model of the Balenciaga 

TEACHER

house, to whom he provides technical 
advice. He worked from 2012 to 2019 for 
the Spanish company DELPOZO, taking 
care of the modelling and development of 
the volumes of part of the collection and 
developing luxury prêt-à-porter garments 
with an international projection.

Also a lecturer, he has participated in 
educational projects of the Spanish 
Government's Ministry of Education, and 
has given lectures on design and modelling 
at the Centro Superior de Diseño de 
Moda of the Universidad Politécnica de 
Madrid, the European Design Institute of 
Madrid, and at the Estación Diseño school 
in Granada, among others. Since 2015, he 
has been collaborating with the Cristóbal 
Balenciaga Museoa education programme 
compiling and transmitting the sewing 
techniques used at the Balenciaga 
House ateliers. 
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DATES 
October 7-9, 2022. 

TIMETABLE 
Fridayy, October 7: 
15:00 – 19:00 
Saturdayy, October 8 /  
Sundayy, October 9: 
10:00 – 14:00 / 15:00 – 19:00

LANGUAGE 
Spanish.

PARTICIPANTS 
Students or ppeopple holdingg qqualifications 
in Fashion Desiggn, Pattern Desiggn and 
Dressmakingg, fashion pprofessionals 
and all those interested in learningg or 
impprovingg their knowledgge with Haute 
Couture techniqques. 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 
The maximum number of pparticippants 
will be 16 ppeopple. The pparticippants 
will be selected based on the 
reqquested documentation and 
the assiggnation of pplaces will be 
communicated from Julyy 26. 

INFORMATION

REQUIREMENTS 
Particippants must have and be able to 
pprove that theyy have averagge knowledgge 
of sewingg techniqques, and must also 
be cappable of cuttingg, bastingg and 
sewingg a ggarment. 

REGISTRATION 
Reggistration will be oppen from the dayy this 
course is announced until (and includingg) 
Julyy 22, 14:00. Those wishingg to pparticippate 
must compplete the online reggistration 
form. Candidates are reqquired to submit a 
curriculum vitae sppecifyyingg their trainingg 
and expperience in the world of fashion, 
and a motivation letter statingg whyy theyy 
want to pparticippate in the activityy, their 
connection to its content.
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PRICE 
265 €. The pprice includes the materials 
for the developpment of the exercises 
for a value of 32 €. The Museum will 
supppplyy each pparticippant with the 
necessaryy kit, consistingg of taffeta, lace 
and cotton fabric.

The pparticippants must come eqquipppped 
with basic sewingg eqquippment (scissors, 
needles, ppins, etc.). 

The Museum has established a pprotocol 
to ensure observance of the health 
measures in pplace for the ppurpposes 
of safetyy in the educational activities 
and has therefore adappted the wayy it 
functions and its sppaces to gguarantee 
the wellbeingg of its staff and visitors. 

PLACES LIMITED / 
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED 
In the event of failing to meet the 
minimum number of participants, all 
interested parties will be informed 
of the activity cancellation and any 
registration fees paid will be refunded. 

A certificate of attendance will be issued 
at the end of the activity.

CONTACT 
T +34 943 004 777 
info@fbalenciaga.com

INFORMATION

Partnership
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Aldamar Parkea 6 
20808 Getaria 
T +34 943 008 840
info@cristobalbalenciagamuseoa.com
www.cristobalbalenciagamuseoa.com 
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